Abstract. Redundant and hybrid-redundant number representations are used extensively to speed up arithmetic operations within general-purpose and special-purpose digital systems, with the latter (containing both redundant and nonredundant digits) offering cost advantages over fully redundant systems. We use weighted bit-set (WBS) encoding as a paradigm for uniform treatment of five previously studied variants of hybrid-redundant systems. We then extend the class of hybrid-redundant numbers to coincide with the entire set of canonical WBS numbers by allowing an arbitrary nonredundant position, heretofore restricted to ordinary bits (posibits), to hold a negatively weighted bit (negabit). This flexibility leads to interesting and useful symmetric variants of hybrid-redundant representations. We provide a high-level circuit design, based solely on binary full-adders, for a constant-time universal hybrid-redundant adder capable of producing a canonical WBS-encoded sum of two canonical WBS (or extended hybrid) numbers. This is made possible by the use of conventional binary full-adders for reducing any collection of three posibits and negabits, where negabits use an inverted encoding. We compare our adder to previous designs, showing advantages in speed, cost, and regularity. Furthermore we explore representationally closed addition schemes, holding the benefit of greater regularity and reusability, and provide high-level representationally closed designs for all the previously studied variants of hybrid redundancy and for the new symmetric variants introduced here. Finally, we present a new functionality for a conventional (4; 2) compressor in combining any collection of five equally weighted negabits and posibits, and show its utility in the design of multipliers for extended hybrid-redundant numbers.
Introduction
Redundant number representations are used extensively to speed up arithmetic operations within both general-purpose and special-purpose digital systems [1, 2] . The speed advantage resulting from carry-free arithmetic with redundant representations is often large enough to offset the format conversion overheads, even in signal processing and other applications with moderate frequency of arithmetic operations. When the conversion and reconversion circuitry can be shared among multiple function units, redundant representations also lead to savings in VLSI area and power dissipation, thus making them even more attractive. Like conventional digit sets, redundant digit sets can be encoded in any desired way. However, in practice, encodings comprised of weighted positive and negative bits have been found to offer advatages in implementation simplicity and modularity, including the applicability of standard cells used in binary arithmetic [3] . We have thus endeavored to develop a general theory of such representations and the associated arithmetic circuits.
Uniform treatment of negatively weighted and normal (positively weighted) bits is responsible for the simplicity and widespread application of 2'scomplement arithmetic [4, 5] . We use negabits in {−1, 0} for the former and posibits in {0, 1} for the latter [3] . Negabits have been widely used in redundant number representations. For example, binray signed-digit (BSD) numbers [1] are commonly encoded by using two bits weighted −2 i and 2 i for the position-i digit; viz. the (n, p) encoding [2] . Similarly, in some variants of radix-2 hybrid-redundant numbers [6] , redundant digits such as stored-double-borrow (SDB), in [−2, 1], or stored-borrow-or-carry (SBC), in [−1, 2], may be represented by a collection of posibits and negabits, leading to weighted bit-set (WBS) encodings [3] . For example, the WBS encoding of a redundant SDB digit consists of two negabits and one posibit in the same position, or, equivalently, of a negabit in position i + 1 and a posibit in position i. Other possibly useful variants of digits in redundant positions of a hybrid-redundant number, as enumerated in [6] , are stored-carry (SC), in [0, 2] , and stored-double-carry (SDC), in [0, 3] . The latter digit set has also been used in the design of redundant adders [7] and for synthesizing certain fast area-efficient multipliers [8] . Table 1 depicts symbolic representations for BSD, SDB, SBC, SC, and SDC digits, where a posibit (negabit) appears as • (•). The double-position representations of these redundant digits have been used in Table 2 , which depicts five variants of radix-2 h hybrid representations for h = 4. The WBS encodings of Table 2 are all 2-deep encodings (i.e., contain no more than 2 dots in any position) with no empty positions; these are known as canonical WBS encodings [3] . The third entry of Table 2 is an example of allowing a negabit in a nonredundant position. By allowing [6] , offer new hybrid-redundant systems not explored before. This nonredundant use of negabits can be seen in 2's-complement numbers and, more recently, in certain stored-transfer representations of redundant numbers [9] . In Section 3, we show that this possibility leads to interesting new symmetric variants of hybridredundant digit sets. Addition of two canonical WBS operands is performed by conceptually copying the bits of the 2-deep operands in the bit placeholders of a 4-deep WBS representation. However, with 2-deep operands, it is desirable to convert the sum to a 2-deep encoding as well. In Section 2, we explore an efficient and uniform implementation for constant-time addition of two hybrid-redundant numbers with 2-deep result, where the computed sum need not belong to the same hybridredundant number system as the operands (i.e., redundant positions of the result are shifted one position to the left of the redundant position of the operands). This property forces the use of additional hardware for format conversion [6, 10] . We offer representationally closed addition schemes for all the previously studied variants of hybrid-redundant number systems and our new symmetric variants in Section 4. In these im- To multiply two canonical WBS-encoded numbers, we might first derive a partial product bit matrix, composed of posibits and negabits, and then reduce it through compression. In Section 5, we show that inverted encoding of negabits allows us to use standard compressors, such as (3; 2) and (4; 2) counters, for partial product reduction. The number of bitwise products to be dealt with can be 4 times greater than in standard binary multiplicaltion, given the depth of two for each operand. But the second component of each hybridredundant operand is relatively sparse compared to the first component. Therefore, one way to reduce the complexity of our multiplier is to reduce the number of positions holding 2 posibits through partial carry assimilation. For example, if 4-bit segments of each 2-deep operand are combined to yield 5-bit binary numbers, with the most significant bit of one number aligned under the least significant bit of the next higher segment, a radix-16 carry-save representation results, for which efficient multiplication circuits have been studied [11] .
Adding Hybrid-Redundant Numbers
The first step in our addition scheme for WBS encoding of hybrid-redundant numbers is to construct a 4-deep WBS number by simply merging the posibits and negabits in like positions of the two operands, as shown by the vertical alignments of operands in the examples of Table 3 . The equal-weight grouping offered in [6] may be considered as a special case. Next we need to reduce the 4-deep result to an equivalent 2-deep result. In the case of SC and SDC hybrid numbers (Table 1) , any conventional reduction scheme may be used for this purpose [12] . For example, one full-adder (FA) per nonredundant position and two FAs in redundant positions are all we need to reduce the 4-deep interim sum of two SC hybrid operands to a 2-deep result (Fig. 1) . Note that the sum in Fig. 1 is encoded slightly differently from the operands in that its least-significant group is one position longer (i.e., has h + 1 positions). It is easily seen that a reduction scheme similar to that of Fig. 1 is applicable to the addition of SDC hybrid numbers.
The second, third, and fifth rows of Table 1 depict two equivalent encodings for SDB, SBC, and SDC digits, as defined in the second paragraph of Section 1 and summarized in Table 1 . The equivalent 3-deep and 1-deep representations for an SDC digit bring to mind the functionallity of a binary full-adder and suggest that similar devices for 3-deep to 1-deep conversions of SDB and SBC digits might be feasible. For example, take the PPM cell used in the design of a borrow-save adder [13] , a dual-purpose (rather complex) logic for addition of two SDB or SBC digits [6] , and four variants of half-adders that reduce various possible combinations of equally weighted posibits and negabits to carry and sum bits of appropriate kinds [14] . All these seemingly different functionalities can be realized by standard full-adders, provided that we use an inverted encoding for a negabit; that is, encoding −1 as 0 and 0 as 1, which is exactly the opposite of the conventional encoding for negabits. Table 4 (respectively 5), shows the functionality of a conventional full-adder in reducing a collection of two negabits (posibits) and one posibit (negabit), all in position i, to a negabit (posibit) in position i + 1 and a posibit (negabit) in position i. We have used the convention of [3] for variable names: uppercase letters for negabits; lowercase for posibits. The contents of the first three and the last two columns of each table are identical to the truth table for a full-adder, hence the functionality of full-adders for reducing any set of Table 4 .
Reduction of two negabits and one posibit. three posibits and inversely encoded negabits; the case of three negabits is obvious.
To reduce a 4-deep sum of two hybrid-redundant operands to a 2-deep one, we use one full-adder per nonredundant position and two full-adders for each redundant position. Figures 2a and 2b depict adder cells for redundant and nonredundant positions, respectively. Here, following the convention in [3] , primed variables denote the first components of the operands and the result (first row of dots in dot notation), doubleprimed variables represent bits in the second components (second row of dots), and nonprimed variables indicate intermediate carries. A full-adder in a nonredundant position receives two inputs from the same nonredundant position of the operands and a carry from the previous full-adder, producing a nonredundant sum bit and a carry to the next position (Fig. 2b) . In a redundant position, the top full-adder, as in Fig. 2a , reduces three of the bits to a sum bit, feeding the lower full-adder, and a carry to the next higher positioned full-adder. The lower full-adder absorbs the carry from the last position, recieves the sum bit from the top full-adder, and the fourth bit of the redundant position, producing a nonredundant Table 5 .
Reduction of two posibits and one negabit. sum bit and a carry that becomes the second bit of the now left-shifted redundant position. These adder cells may be used for all five hybrid-redundant systems of Table 2 , which coincide with those covered in [6] .
It is interesting to note that in the preceding discussion, the operands need not belong to the same hybrid-redundant system. Moreover, it can be easily verified that they work for addition of any two canonical WBS-encoded numbers. This includes hybridredundant numbers with negabits in their nonredundant positions, which we call extended hybrid-redundant numbers. However, the result pattern may be slightly different from either operand (i.e., with redundant positions of the result shifted one position to the left of the corresponding redundant positions of the operands). This may not be a problem in intermediate computation steps, where the new format can be simply used as input format for the next computation stage. If the extended dot notation [2] of two 4-deep WBS numbers (possibly resulting from the first step of addition of two canonical WBS operands), irrespective of the polarity of the bits, are identical, then the reduction circuitry is exactly the same. Table 2 , and a 3-multiplexer full-adder.
The total adder delay is equal to that of d + 2 fulladders, where d is the longest spacing (in terms of the number of nonredundant positions) between two redundant positions. Our universal adder has a number of advantages over previous implementations. The only building block required in our design is full-adder, which leads to more regularity, possibility of using highly optimized FA cells, and employing any standard carry acceleration technique to achieve an O(log d) total delay.
The cost per nonredundant position is minimal (i.e., one FA, as in nonredundant addition), while for redundant positions there is only one extra FA. Given that each FA can be implemeted with three multiplexers (Fig. 2c) , our adder cell for redundant positions costs six multiplexers, while the one propsed in [6] for SDB and SBC hybrid cases is made up of seven multiplexers plus a few other gates. This is a pleasant surprise, because the use of standard cells often implies an increase in component count (layout area) or a sacrifice in performance.
Symmetric WBS Hybrid Redundancy
Hybrid signed-digit (HSD) representations, introduced in [10] and extended in [6] to allow alternate digit sets in redundant positions, are essentially asymmetric, except for the limiting case that coincides with the fully redundant BSD number system. The reason is that in three of the variants where redundant digits include negative values, there is one equally weighted posibit for each negabit, while other positions hold only posibits. For example, radix-2 h digit sets associated with the hybrid representations shown in Table 2 are
, and [0, 2 h+1 − 1], respectively. We have proved elsewhere [15] that besides the BSD number system, the ordinary hybrid redundancy (i.e., allowing nonredundant positions to hold only posibits) provides for only one other 2-deep symmetric representation, which is the minimally redundant radix-4 signed-digit number system. Figure 3 shows a classification of redundant representations based on weighted bits and, in particular, depicts the place of various hybrid-redundant representations.
A canonical WBS-encoded digit set is redundant if and only if there is at least one position holding a set of more than one posibits and/or negabits [3] . In other words, a position with only one posibit or negabit is nonredundant while any other position is a redundant Figure 3 The hierarchy of number representations using weighted components (tree branches go from left to right and top to bottom).
one, given the fact that in a canonical WBS encoding there are no empty positions. This flexibility further extends the hybrid redundancy scheme to allow negabits both in redundant and arbitrary nonredundant positions. We use this extension to design symmetric hybrid-redundant representations with arbitrary different spacing between consecutive redundant positions. For example, consider the periodic radix-16 extended hybrid-redundant number of Fig. 4 , where the digit set is [−8, 8] . The adder cells as in Figs. 2a and 2b work for this number system as well, but the addition process is not rerpresentationally closed; the pattern of dots in the sum is shifted to the left by one radix-2 position relative to the input operands. 
Representationally Closed Addition
Numbers with arbitrary digit sets can be added digitwise to produce a sum with a digit set whose range is the sum of the ranges of the operand digits. This wider digit set can be kept intact and the result used as an operand in further arithmetic operations. It is also possible to convert the wider digit set to another, more convenient, one for further processing. Often, however, it is required to obtain results with the same digit set as inputs [16] . Such representationally closed arithmetic is desirable for storage efficiency, reusability of the arithmetic cell designs, and regularity in VLSI circuit implementation.
While encoding-algorithm combinations that are not representationally closed can be useful and are in fact used in practice, when comparing a representationally closed scheme against a scheme that is not closed, fairness dictates that the overhead of conversion from the intermediate representation to the ultimate encoding be taken into account in any cost/speed comparisons. We explore representationally closed constant-time addition schemes for practical cases where the double primed component of the canonical WBS operands are relatively sparse. We present a general addition algorithm below and subsequently apply it to specific cases.
Algorithm 1 (extended hybrid-redundant addition):
Step 1: Add the equally weighted double-primed bits of the second component for the two operands to form a 1-deep sum, possibly left-extended to the next redundant position to preserve sign information.
Step 2: Using one binary full-adder cell per digit position, reduce the 3-or 4-deep WBS number, composed of the two full components of the original operands and the components produced by step 1, to a 2-or 3-deep WBS number. Depth of 4 may occur only in redundant positions.
Step 3: Add the equally weighted digits (where the leftmost position of each digit holds its only redundant binary digit) of the two components of the latter result, in parallel, with special treatment of the redundant positions. We next demonstrate, in detail, the application of Algorithm 1 to addition with SDB hybrid-redundant representation. We also briefly examine the use of this algorithm for other variants. We show that steps 1 and 2 take constant time, whereas step 3, which needs intradigit carry propagation, can be performed in O(log d) time at best, where d is the longest distance between two redundant positions.
Without loss of generality we show the application of Algorithm 1 for radix-2 h periodic SDB hybridredundant operands, where each digit includes a full h-posibit primed component, extending from position 0 to h − 1, and one inverted-negabit double-primed component in position h, overlapping with the least-significant primed posibit component of the next higher digit. Table 6 and Fig. 6 depict the truth table and logic implementation (actually a half-adder) for deriving the 2's-complement sum.
The results of applying step 2 on the 4-deep WBS number of Fig. 5 is shown as the 3-deep WBS number Table 6 .
Combining of the double-primed components for SDB hybrid addition. in Fig. 7 . The first row of full-adders in Fig. 8 constitutes the required hardware, whose operation can start at the same time as that of the circuit of Fig. 6. Step 3 is performed by an (h − 1)-bit carry-propagate adder in the second row of Fig. 8 . The full-adder in position ih receives two posibits and one inverted negabit and generates an inverted negabit sum along with a posibit carry. The posibit carry-out of the full-adder in position ih − 1 (i.e., s ih in Fig. 8 ) is held in position ih and will not propagate beyond there. This bit, together with the inverted negabit sum S ih of the full-adder in position ih, form the SDB redundant digit of the result in the same position as that of the operands; hence the representational closure property. The total delay of the adder above is equal to that of h + 1 full-adders, which is the same as that of our simpler implementation in Section 2, given that h = d + 1. Note that any carry acceleration method can be applied in a straightforward manner to reduce the delay due to h cascaded FAs within the second row in the design of Fig. 8 .
Implementation of an adder for SDB hybridredundant numbers is given in [6] , where intradigit borrow (as well as carry) propagation and the lookback mechanism complicate the adder cells for nonredundant and redundant positions, respectively. Furthermore, the use of specialized cells makes standard carry acceleration logic inapplicable.
The implementation above works for BSD hybrid numbers as well, for it is the same as SDB hybrid, except that the second component is right shifted by one position. As for the SDC hybrid case, we can use the circuit in Fig. 6 to get a 2-bit sum of the double primed posibits (no extension is needed here). The re- Representationally closed adder for SDB hybridredundant numbers. maining steps can be followed in Fig. 9 . Due to the limited extension in step 1, some positions remain 2-deep. Therefore the corresponding FAs of the first row of Fig. 8 may be replaced by HAs. The SC hybrid representation can be handeled similarly due to its resemblance to SDC hybrid.
For SBC hybrid (with double-position redundant digit) and symmetric hybrid numbers, due to existence of negabits in nonredundant positions, step 1 of Algorithm 1 needs to be applied somewhat differently. Figure 10 depicts the situation for symmetric hybrid-redundant numbers, where 0 (1) indicates a posibit (negabit) with constant value 0. In step 1, we make a 1-deep sum of the negabits as well as that of double-primed posibits in redundant positions. Moreover, the reduction to a 2-deep WBS number takes two steps. The generated bits in the leftmost column have been discarded in the final result. A collective nonzero value of those bits indicates an overflow condition. Representationally closed addition of symmetric hybrid-redundant operands.
The same scheme works for SBC hybrid-redundant case, because the encoding is the same, except that the double-primed components have been left-shifted to the next redundant position. The latency is equal to that of h + 1 FAs and 1 HA. Given that the circuit of Fig. 6 is actually a half-adder, the complexity of the symmetric hybrid-redundant adder amounts to three FAs per posibit nonredundant position, two FAs plus two HAs per redundant position, and two FAs plus one HA per negabit nonredundant position. Recall that our uniform representationally nonclosed adder of Section 2 had one FA per nonredundant position and two FAs per redundant position. The added complexity is the price paid for symmetry and representational closure. The delay penalty, however, is mimimal, given that the total adder latency is increased only by that of a half-adder.
Multiplication of Hybrid-Redundant Numbers
The first step of multiplying two extended hybridredundant numbers (or canonical WBS numbers) is to derive the partial product bit-matrix composed of posibits and negabits. Figure 11 depicts the required gates in this step for three possible combinations of posibits and negabits, where upper (lower) case variables indicate negabits (posibits).
We have shown elsewhere [15] that any (ν ; µ)-compressor receiving v equally weighted posibits and negabits in position i produces µ posibits and negabits in positions i through i + µ − 1 such that inputs and outputs have the same collective values. Here we show a similar result for the widely used (4; 2) compressor which recieves 5 equally weighted bits in position i (one of them normally being a carry from position i − 1), producing two equally weighted bits in position i + 1 and one bit in the same position i (Fig. 12a) . The compression process is goverened by the following equation [17] :
The arithmatic value α(X) of an inversely encoded negabit X can be expressed in terms of its logical value as α(X) = X− 1. Replacing any of the posibits in the equation above by a negabit will add −1 to the left hand side of the equation, which should be compensated for by adding −1 to the right-hand side. The appearance of one, three, or five negabits on the lefthand side, as depicted in Fig. 12 , causes the same number of −1s to be added to the right-hand side. These −1s could be absorbed by the sum bit s , and zero, one, or two carry bits, respectively, thus turning to negabits with the same logical values. Two or four negabits on the left-hand side would similarly turn one or two of the carry bits to negabits, respectively. Note that usability of a conventional (4; 2) compressor to reduce any collection of 5 negabits and posibits is independent of the hardware implementation of the compressor.
Any partial product bit-matrix can be reduced to a 2-deep WBS number, by using (4; 2) compressors, and also (3; 2) counters if needed. The resulting 2-deep WBS number can be reduced to a nonredundant 2's-complement number through carry accelaration circuits. It can also be converted to a desired WBS Figure 11 . Basic gates for derivation of the partial-product bits. encoding (e.g., that of the input operands) through conversion process given in [3] .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have revisited the previously studied classes of hybrid-redundant numbers by viewing them as subclasses of weighted bit-set (WBS) encodings of redundant representations. We showed that the class of canonical WBS-encoded numbers covers all the variants of the hybrid-redundant numbers previously considered. Moreover, the class of canonical WBS-encoded numbers with a single negabit in some positions represents a new variant of hybridredundant numbers where arbitrary nonredundant positions may hold negabits; this is in contrast to standard hybrid redundancy which is restricted to containing only posibits in all nonredundant positions. We noted that this possibility allows for designing new symmetric variants of hybrid-redundant numbers with arbitrary spacing between redundant positions, something not previously accomplished. The new variants, and the flexibility in choosing the encodings for existing systems, allow for optimizations not otherwise possible.
We showed that inverted encoding of negabits leads to the use of a conventional full-adders for the reduction of any set of three equally weighted posibits and negabits to two bits, one with the same weight and the other with double the weight. Using this fact, we provided the high-level design for a universal hybrid-redundant adder capable of adding two extended hybrid-redundant numbers (or canonical WBS numbers) with advantages over previous implementations of hybrid redundancy in terms of circuit regularity, possibility of using standard carry acceleration techniques, shorter critical-path delay, and lower complexity. With regard to the latter, 1 (2) full-adder(s) per nonredundant (redundant) position is required. We further explored representationally closed addition schemes, with the additional advantage of greater reusability, for all variants of hybrid-redundant numbers, including the new symmetric variants introduced in this paper. Finally we showed a new functionality of the popular (4; 2) compressors in reducing any collection of five equally weighted posibits and negabits, and used it in the high-level design of a multiplier for extended hybrid-redundant numbers.
Research on the representational power of WBS encodings, and their various applications in the design of fast arithmetic circuits in signal processing and general-purpose ALUs, is continuing. Problems currently being addressed include refinement of theories for (extended) WBS-encoded representations and deriving design details for the associated multipliers, dividers, and other useful arithmetic operators. Additionally, generalization of concepts and implementation methods to arbitrary two-valued digits (twits), such as those belonging the set {−1, 1}, have been and are being considered [18] .
